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MEA
Smart Metro

Smart Metro
A lot of people must have been familiar with
this phrase, especially at this age where ‘digital
which innovation and technology provide
Each application on the phone acts as an
‘assistant’ that gives all kinds of conveniences in
communication, travel or dining with one touch
As the world has arrived at the era of modernity
and development, MEA as an electric service
provider to people realises and agrees to take this
promote great innovations and technologies of
organisations, businesses and services which
‘truly accept’ the being of Smart Metro, plus many
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get into this modern world with us…
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CONSTRUCTION AND INTERIOR DESIGN :
MEA NEW OFFICE BUILDING, KHLONG TOEI

Thank you for the information from
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POWER FOCUS

INNOVATIVE
POWER

‘A good quality of life can be established
in a developed city.’ Nowadays, many big
cities all over the world have been elevated
to be a Smart City which partly applies
innovative and alternative energy to gain
such a life for the sake of their own people.
Here are some stories of innovative
power that become a driving force leading
those cities to the bright future.
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AUSSIELAND:
THE WORLD’S BIGGEST
SOLAR AND BATTERY FARM

HERE WE GO! ELECTRIC SCHOOL BUS!
com/news

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL TRAM
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SMART TALK SMART CITY
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SMART TALK SMART CITY :
Thailand has been moving forward to be the country of innovation and technology or
Thailand 4.0. The main objective is to transform the nation into ‘Smart City’ which
Research Centre at King

who provides

and ‘direction’ to reach there.
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AEC

Kick-Start…Smart AEC
Pina Colada

IN ONE GO WITH YANGON
PAYMENT SYSTEM

What will happen when our AEC neighbour
countries adjust themselves greatly to hold
an ‘open house’ and stand elegantly as
a ‘Smart City’ in the region? The aim is to
develop the countries and provide
connecting all cities’ infrastructure
systems with IT systems. Let’s see how
our AEC neighbours kick-start this
outstanding project.
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kick-start point in turning it to a Smart City.
This is operated by Yangon Payment
system with a smart card used to pay fares
for buses, trains, public transports and
other community services. The transformation
of Yangon City, heading to the digital age,
includes further policies such as GPS and
CCTV installations in public transports and
stations. The main purpose is to assist
starting at 250 popular stations. The
processes are managed by having experts
modify all transport systems, allowing
proposals as part of reforming cash to card
systems.

PENANG SMART CITY

Penang is continuously developing itself to
be another smart city in the world with
extraordinary places like the commercial
precinct Vervéa, Columbia Asia Hospital
and Central Park. The city also serves Cloud
Service for domestic and international
Penang people. All these procedures are
life in accordance with Digital Economic
Concept. When the infrastructure system is
fully established, this will bring in many more
new business models to the city. It is
believed that such an investment enables
to motivate Techno-preneur Group in
innovative markets, which is the driving force
in moving forward the city in the future.

VR FOR SINGAPORE SECURITY

Motorola Solutions, one of telecommunication
companies in the world, sets up Virtual
Command Centre in Singapore. Its main
purpose is to control security systems with
hi-tech devices such as drone for taking
detect, analyse and share data of possible
can send a prompt signal to contact with
radio wave. This opening of Singapore is
City which truly applies modern technology.
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M E A BUSINESS

REACHING THE GOAL :
SMART METRO
MEA, Elite Pub
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For nearly 60 years, Metropolitan
Electricity Authority (MEA) has done
electricity businesses by taking quality and
safety into account with high responsibility
for society and environment. Apart from
generating electricity to people, MEA aims
to strengthen its business in all directions
and push Bangkok as Smart Metro or
Metropolis of the Future in accordance
with the Digital Age which every city in the
world is greeting with a warm welcome.
To achieve this, MEA establishes
Better Care and Power Quality Department
of which objective is to develop electrical
service businesses with complete and
effective operations, serving the country’s
development plan and enlivening people’s
quality of life through the following six
missions:

SERVICE BUSINESS IN
HIGH-VOLTAGE SYSTEM DESIGN
AND INSTALLATION WITH BASE
EXPANSION PLAN
A service business which MEA has
incessantly provided and concretely
system design and installation.
This business covers all kinds of
exterior electrical works, starting from the
meter to the building, including design and
installation of electric devices with every
industrial factories, hospitals and public
spaces. The business also offers services
on analysis, survey, design, cost estimation,
electricity station installation for key
standard.
Furthermore, the business offers
installation service on illuminating/
decorative lights and outdoor lighting
appliances for historical sites and
architectural landscapes, including
technical and engineering consultations
related to electric system standards for
customers owning megaprojects.
During these years, MEA’s service
and installation has been trusted by
hospitals, educational institutes and
organisations such as Siriraj Hospital,
Ramathibodi Hospital, King Chulalongkorn
Memorial Hospital, Bureau of the Budget,
Thammathirat Open University, Airports of
Thailand Public Company Limited, Bangkok
Metropolitan Administration, Metropolitan
Waterworks Authority, etc.
MEA has an intention to continue
keeping its service standards, extend more
areas and promote MEA services to be
widely recognised in other agencies and
sectors.
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SERVICE BUSINESS IN
UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL
SYSTEM AND MISSION TO UPLIFT
CITY PEOPLE’S QUALITY OF LIFE

Terminator Kit, GIS Terminator Kit,

Partial Discharge Test, Splicing Joint

Another MEA service business which
gears to establish stability and safety in
electric systems is that of underground
cable system.
Here, MEA offers system and design
consultation services for underground
underground cable appliance installation
(Air Terminator Kit, GIS Terminator
inspection and testing (DC High Pot Test,
Online Partial Discharge Test, Splicing Joint
After all this time, MEA has provided
underground cable system services for
King Chulalongkorn Memorial Hospital,
Thai Red Cross Society, Glow Energy
Public Company Limited in Rayong
Province and Ramkhamhaeng University.
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SERVICE BUSINESS IN ELECTRIC
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE AND
CUSTOMER INCREASE PLAN
WITH SPECIAL PROMOTIONS
A good maintenance of electric
systems and appliances usually affects the
power consumption’s effectiveness and
safety. Accordingly, MEA offers electric
system maintenance services operated by
professional teams with modern equipment
and high technology at a fair price.
This type of business includes services
for electrical system maintenance;
consultation on maintenance, repair and
improvement of electrical systems and
appliances; inspection of electrical
of electricity blackout for users; and
maintenance for distribution transmissions
MEA has provided electric system
maintenance services for many government
Revenue Department, Social Security
Rapid Transit Authority of Thailand, Airports
of Thailand PCL, Port Authority of Thailand,
Thailand Tobacco Monopoly, Metropolitan
sectors.
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It also provides services to hospitals
and banks such as King Chulalongkorn
Memorial Hospital, Thai Red Cross Society,
Ramathibodi Hospital, Bangkok Hospital,
Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural
Savings Bank, Bangkok Bank, Thanachart
etc.
For educational institutes and private
companies, MEA arranges this service to
Mahanakorn University of Technology,
Ramkhamhaeng University, MBK PCL,
Central Pattana PCL, Bangkok Mass
BTS, Bangkok Entertainment Company
Limited, etc.
Moreover, since last year, MEA has
which gives an analysis of electric system
reliability done by professional engineers.
The project mainly does electrical device
checking and passes its results to electric
users who want to apply them for insurance,
buildings inspection or quality standard
assurance. This year, MEA offers a special
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SERVICE BUSINESS IN BUILDING
SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND
SAFETY ASSURANCE
Another important MEA service
business is building system engineering of
Bang Phli, Dao Khanong, Bang Yai and
Bang Khen.
The main duty of this business is to
design and installation for condominiums,
system design and installation; precision
Data Centre, operating room or cleanroom
alarm system sesign and installation;
lighting protection system design and
installation; including complaint handling
service in case of power outage.
The recent works of Building System
Engineering Services Business are services
provided to National Housing Authority,
Deeprom Real Estate Co., Ltd., Suan Anan
School, Nonthaburi Wittayalai School, Bang
Premprachakorn School, Bangbua
kaewchongkolnee School.
At present, the main customers of this
business are government agencies.
Furthermore, MEA plans to extend its
services to manage electrical safety system
in schools by sending professional teams
to check and evaluate the system within
schools around Bangkok Metropolitan
Region such as Samut Sakhon, Nakhon
Pratom, Suphan Buri, Pathum Thani,
Chachoengsao, with a mission to establish
people.
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SERVICE BUSINESS IN ENERGY
AND SUSTAINABLE LIVING
Conserving and consuming energy
part of the world has paid attention for.
MEA realises such sustainable use of
energy and turns it to a concrete action by
encouraging people to participate in and
access to several kinds of energy
conservation and by processing service
business in energy based on quality and
standard as principles.
The MEA service business in energy
offers consultation service on energy
management for industrial businesses,
government agencies and hospital
installation for devices and systems related
to energy conservation; measurement and
analysis related to energy equipment
project management service on energy
consumption development; design,
analysis of Solar Cell matters such as Solar
Farm, Solar Rooftop.
During the past years, service busi
ness in energy has provided consultations
to various organisations such as Treasury
Department in terms of lighting system

Regarding Solar Rooftop installation,
a system that generates electricity with
solar panels mounted on the rooftop, MEA
has provided this kind of service to main
government agencies such as Comptroller
General’s Department, Government
Complex, considered as the largest
installation of Solar Rooftop in Thai
government agencies.
For LED installation, MEA provides this
service to Rice Department, Princess Maha
Chakri Sirindhorn Anthropology Centre
Thailand Post Co., Ltd., PTT Public
Company Limited, Energy Complex Co.,
services on BEMS (Building Energy
Maha Chakri Sirindhorn Anthropology
maintenance for Police Hospital.

Moreover, MEA has done many
projects on energy conservation such as
MEA Energy Saving Building Awards; LED
Street Light which manages a purchase
and installation for public LED lights on
main streets to replace the old ones; LED
Light Replacement for people and
communities; including electric vehicle
charging station installation to support the
use of electric vehicles and reduce pollution.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
AND PASSING ON KNOWLEDGE
TO NEIGHBOUR COUNTRIES
Equipped with knowledge and
experience in electric generation system
for a long time, MEA plans to extend its
business to neighbour countries and
nearby regions by passing on information
to trainings, consultations and services on
electric generation system. The aim is to
generate income to the country and build
organisation of electricity.
Regarding training service, this is
steered by MEA professionals who have
been in a real working environment and
terms of electric power transmission
technology, electric power distribution
technology, smart grid technology, asset
management, renewable energy, etc. The
training sessions are arranged to coincide
with customers’ demands through lectures,
workshops and study tours. At this stage,

and Japan International Cooperation
Improvement of Capacity, continually
organised by MEA for three years to serve

MEA also offers consultation services
to help customers develop and establish
Smart Grid which gives a positive result. In
this case, Foreign Business Division has
prepared lecturers and speakers having
expertise and experience in power
distribution and energy management to
help trainees develop power distribution
equipment, design master plans
appropriate to investment, estimate electric
needs, increase renewable energy
generated from electric system, etc.
The service on electric system
engineering aims to build an effective and
safe process for customers, reduce
investment in setting up systems and
increase productivity by, for example,
investigating electric system to analyse
losses, examining short circuit, testing
energy, managing projects and decreasing
investment with technical innovations
instead of replacement.

With a vision gearing to be a highly
effective organisation in electric power
distribution system, including strengthening
strategies related to six service businesses
mentioned above, MEA is now ready
and prepared to drive Bangkok City to
a sustainable Metropolis of the Future.
Any organisation or institution
interested in MEA service businesses,
please ask for more information from
Better Care Service and Power Quality

Thank you for the information from Better Care
Service and Power Quality Department, MEA
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ELECTRICAL STORY

MEA ORGANISES TELECOMMUNICATION WIRES
FOR BETTER SCENERY AND GREATER SAFETY
MEA TEAM
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S E R VIC E CORNER

MEA ONE-STOP SERVICE
WITH ONE ID CARD
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In the age of modern technology, there is no need to carry copies of personal documents to
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MEA AND INSPIRING STORY ON
ENERGY SAVING BUILDING PROJECT
Having paid attention to the quality of
electricity usage by people, the effect
caused by such usage, including the
concrete energy conservation and effective
energy consumption, Metropolitan Electricity
Authority establishes the ongoing 5-year
(2012-2016) project “MEA Energy Saving
Building” which now has been moved
forward progressively to meet all set
objectives and plans.
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ME A SAF ETY

15 THINGS TO KNOW…
TO GET AWAY FROM FIRE
Story :

2

1

‘Fire’ brings devastating loss of properties
and assets. Awareness of safety and
dangers. In this issue, MEA Safety has 15
tips for you to apply at home,

4
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G O U RM ET DELIGHT

FARM TO TABLE
ORGANIC CAFE

FARM TABLE

FARM
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FARM TO TABLE
ORGANIC CAFÉ
‘Good food is a part of good Life.’ For those
who are searching for a restaurant which
serves healthy and tasty food, this issue
is proud to present you ‘Farm to Table
Organic Café’ where appealing menus
with natural ingredients are specially made
for city people.
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E XO T IC J OURNEY

FOUR SMART CITIES
IN THE WORLD TO VISIT
Thanyalak Y.

123rf

The world at present is alerted by environmental problems
and living conditions. This concern leads to the concept
of ‘Smart City’ which aims to use technology in solving
the problems and improving people’s quality of life. In
this issue, Exotic Journey would like to take you to
visit four important cities which have been widely known
as…Global Cities of the Future.

TOKYO
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TOKYO

LONDON

LONDON
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TORONTO

TORONTO
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BARCELONA

BARCELONA
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L I F E STYLE

During this rainy season, there might be
thunderstorms which could cause power
outage in several areas. Even though it is
out of control, the modern and current
technology enables us promptly check the
outage easily.
Download MEA Smart Life Application by
Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) on
your smartphone or tablet (available for both
iOS and Android) and get all you need to
know about electric matters. This app offers
many useful functions such as information on
electricity from MEA, announcement of
power cuts (i.e. in case that MEA needs to
cut the power in some areas to improve and
maintain electric systems and generations),
power supply for maintenance and when the
overall power supply resumes to normal
operation.
To get all these excellent features, let’s
download the app right now!
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